Changing referral pattern in off-pump coronary artery bypass surgery: a strategy for improving surgical results.
We have previously shown that a less invasive surgical approach (LISA) can reduce mortality and morbidity in coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG). This appears to have led to the referral of increasingly high risk patients for this procedure as compared to patients undergoing traditional CABG. The purpose of this paper is to compare preoperative risk factors and postoperative complications in both LISA and conventional CABG cases using the New York State database. From January 1997 to September 1998, 1,993 patients underwent CABG in our institution: 1,384 with CPB (group A) and 609 without CPB (group B). In group B (LISA), a well defined strategy was followed in an effort to prevent hemodynamic instability during coronary exposure, avoid myocardial ischemia, verify graft patency, and use alternative surgical incisions in reoperations. Analysis of preoperative risk factors using the NYS database showed a significant increase in comorbidities in group B (p < 0.005), while at the same time postoperative complications and risk-adjusted mortality were lower (p = NS). Our data demonstrates that by using the LISA, high risk patients can undergo CABG with equal or lower mortality and morbidity than traditional CABG.